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Following is a list of books suitable for school libraries. These titles have been added in the last year.

A Single Page • Brooke Brubaker; lower/
middle. Andrew is excited when
Grandfather asks him to accompany
him to the Ephrata Cloister. He will
finally get to see the printing press
and the big martyr book he has heard
so much about. Follow Andrew’s
adventurous trip and learn how the
gift of a single page from the book
changes the way he responds to those who mistreat him.
59 pages; hardcover; TGS International. #14418. $10.99

Blaze Finds the Trail • C.W. Anderson;
lower. Billy and his pony Blaze set
out to explore an old woodland road
that goes deep into the forest. But
when a large fallen tree blocks their
way, they head off of the trail and end
up getting lost. Meanwhile, the sky is
growing dark with a coming storm.
Will Blaze be able to find the trail
again and take them home? 48 pages; paperback; Aladdin. #14428. $7.99

The Biggest Bear • Lynd Ward; lower/
middle. Little Johnny Orchard wants
a bearskin to put up on the wall of the
barn. But when he goes hunting, he
finds a little bear cub instead of a big
bear to shoot. The cub becomes a pet
with a big appetite. Soon he is a nuisance to the whole valley! This classic
children’s story has been enjoyed by
youngsters since the 1950s. 84 pages; paperback; Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. #14273. $8.99

Blind Martha • Velina Showalter; middle. When Martha is two years old,
the doctor breaks the news that she
will someday become blind. Follow Martha as she goes through
school, finds a job, and rides a bike
to work. Although Martha eventually becomes completely blind and
must use a guide dog, she lives on
her own independently and joyfully. A nicely illustrated
story. 47 pages; paperback; TGS International. #14419.
$7.99

Blaze and Thunderbolt • C.W. Anderson; lower. Billy and his pony Blaze
head out to the ranch country of the
West for a vacation. There they learn
about Thunderbolt, a fast, elusive
wild horse. The cowboys can’t catch
Thunderbolt. But with a kind and
gentle approach, Blaze and Billy may
succeed where others have failed. 48
pages; paperback; Aladdin. #14427. $7.99
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The Bravest Dog Ever: The True Story of Balto
• Natalie Standiford; lower. Balto
leads the dogsled team that is carrying medicine for very sick children.
Will he make it through the blizzard
in time? A true story for beginning
readers. Full-color illustrations. 48
pages; paperback; Random House.
#11230. $3.99
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Eight Eggs • Christina Peight; lower.
Six-year-old Carlos has found a
treasure - eight eggs! His mother
sends him to share some of them
with their elderly neighbors, and
it sets off quite a chain reaction of
sharing! Young children will enjoy
this book. 26 pages; paperback;
Christian Light. #14295. $5.95

Forbidden Path • W.G. Van de Hulst;
lower. A wheat field ready to be harvested. Beautiful little poppies growing between the wheat. Two little
girls who want to gather flowers for
a sick father. But what will happen?
They have ignored a “No Trespassing” sign! 48 pages; paperback; Inheritance Publications. #14795. $6.95

The Finest Hours • Michael J. Tougias
and Casey Sherman; upper. During one of the worst nor’easters New
England has ever seen, two oil tankers are broken in half, stranding the
men onboard. Wild waves up to seventy feet high pummel the damaged
ships. The coast guard must attempt
one of the most daring rescues ever. A
gripping story about bravery on the high seas. 160 pages;
paperback; Henry Holt and Company. #14288. $7.99

Friend Penn • Rebecca Newswanger;
middle. A short book with colorful
pictures about the life of William
Penn. Against his wealthy father’s
wishes, he joined the Quakers. After
his father’s death, Penn used his
inheritance to acquire land in the
New World where people could live
in peace. This book describes his
kind dealings with the Indians. 59 pages; paperback; TGS
International. #14270. $6.99

Florence Nightingale: Mother of Modern
Nursing • Carol Alexander; lower/
middle. This is a delightful little
biography of Florence Nightingale.
With big print and authentic pictures it tells the story of the rich
girl who wanted to help the poor
by learning to be a nurse. 32 pages;
paperback; Scholastic. #14793. $5.95

Helen Keller: Courage in the Dark • Johanna
Hurwitz; lower/middle. Children will
enjoy reading about the life of Helen
Keller in this book. Dedicated teachers made a huge difference in the life
of the wild child who couldn’t see or
hear. 48 pages; paperback; Random
House. #13579. $4.99

Flower Mission on Sage Street • Louise
Heatwole; middle. Three children are
staying with Grandpa and Grandma
while their parents are on a mission
trip. What will they do all the time?
They find out they can bring cheer to
the neighbors who live on Grandpa’s
street. 206 pages; hardcover; Rod and
Staff. #14400. $10.25
Footprints in the Ash • John Morris and
Steven A. Austin; upper. In the early
morning of May 18, 1980, the pristine scenery around Washington’s
Mount St. Helens was shattered by a
powerful eruption. In the aftermath,
scientists discovered that nature
was bringing life out of death. The
site became a testament to a creation that is much younger than many scientists believe.
128 pages; hardcover; Master Books. #17877. $16.99
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Home on the Blue Ridge • Pablo Yoder;
middle. This book continues the story
begun in Home on the Rock Pile. The
Yoders begin operating Faith Mission
Home for disabled children. Fishing
for trout, fussing with siblings, and
searching for lost Rosie—all of this
and more is packed into this book.
345 pages; paperback; Christian Light
Publications. #13848. $10.95
I Survived: The Japanese Tsunami • Lauren Tarshis; lower/middle. Eastern
Japan is hit with one of the most
powerful earthquakes ever recorded.
Then, a terrifying, all-consuming
tsunami wave devours everything
in its path. In this historical fiction
book, read about how Ben and his
family are caught in the middle. 83
pages; paperback; Scholastic. #14290. $4.99
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Journey Through the Ark Encounter •
Tim Chaffey, Mike Belknap, and
Stephanie McDorman; lower/middle/upper. An overview of the Ark
Encounter exhibit in Williamstown,
Kentucky, this well-illustrated book
shows how it could have been during
the time of Noah, the flood, and the
ark as recorded in the book of Genesis. 96 pages; hardcover; Master Books. #14315. $24.99

Logan Pryce Makes a Mess • Grace Gilmore; lower/middle. Tales from Maple
Ridge Series, Book 1. One sad day
Logan Pryce’s dad tells them he must
get a job away from their farm to
make extra money. Dad finds work at
a local store, and Logan can also help
for pay! When Logan makes a real
mess at work, will his mistake cost
his Dad his job? 120 pages; paperback; Simon and Schuster, Inc. #14289. $5.99

The Pig Under the Pew • W.G. Van de Hulst;
lower. Three mischievous boys, a
mischievous little pig, and a little
girl wandering where she shouldn’t
all combine to give a grumpy church
caretaker a lot of trouble! 48 pages;
paperback; Inheritance Publications.
#14589. $6.95

The Secret Hiding Place • W.G. Van de
Hulst; lower. Davy and Tom find a
secret hiding place in Farmer Cooper’s woods. They have great adventures there, but they know they
shouldn’t be trespassing, and they
took some things that weren’t theirs.
They were even late for school! Will
the policeman find them? 48 pages;
paperback; Inheritance Publications. #14464. $6.95
Sissy Kid Brother • Amelia Mueller; middle/upper.
Thirteen-year-old Ken
hires on as cook for his father’s custom harvesting crew. You will enjoy
reading about his awkward cooking
disasters, a race with a tornado, and
a night ride with two robbers. 236
pages, paperback, ages 9-15, A-LotA-Books. #14448. $12.99

The New Ocean Book • Frank Sherwin; middle/upper. This informative book gives a colorful, detailed
look at the oceans on planet Earth.
Text in differently colored sections
throughout is variously aimed at
5th and 6th grade reading level, 7th
and 8th grade reading level, and 9th
through 11th grade reading level.
96 pages plus foldout; hardcover; Master Books. #14201.
$16.99

Paradise Valley • Rebecca Martin; middle/upper. Amish Frontier Series,
Book 4. When education laws begin
to make life difficult, some Amish
fathers take a stand. Facing persecution, a decision is made to move to
Mexico. Pioneering is not easy, and
difficulties with the new government
and some rebel soldiers are unexpected challenges. 187 pages; paperback; Ridgeway Publishing. #13584. $9.99

ing. #14107. $9.99

tic. #14625. $6.99
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Steamboat Rock • Rebecca Martin; middle/upper. Amish Frontier Series,
Book 6. The Yoders move to Michigan’s Upper Peninsula in the shadow
of World War II. Will the boys be
drafted? In all of the uncertainty,
they take an inspiration from the
Psalms: “The Lord is my rock.” 181
pages; paperback; Ridgeway Publish-

Survival: Avalanche! • Frieda Wishinsky;
middle/upper. “Avalanche!” shouted
Alex. “Run!” But Alex and his friends
couldn’t run. The swift and powerful
flood of snow knocked them off their
feet and covered them up. A perfect
day to build an amazing snow fort
turns into a nightmare. Will they survive? 107 pages; paperback; Scholas-
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Switherby Pilgrims • Eleanor Spence;
middle/upper. In 1825, concerned
for the future of her ten orphan
charges in the grim factory towns of
their native England, Miss Arabella
Braithewaite, known to the children as Missabella, decides to take
a land grant in Australia and makes
the long, daunting journey with her
wards to the austere bush country of New South Wales.
195 pages; paperback; Bethlehem Books. #11077. $13.95

Wonsit: Ute Girl Crossing Wild Wyoming •
Kenneth Thomasma; middle/upper.
See the colorful history of the White
River Ute people through the eyes of
a child. Ten-year-old Wonsit and her
people travel away from land-hungry
settlers to a far-away place where
they hope for a better life. 191 pages;
paperback; Grandview Publishing.
#14792. $7.99 Proofreader’s Note: A statement on p. 156
portrays a resistant attitude.

The Three Little Hunters • W.G. Van de
Hulst. Roger, Danny, and Willy are
out on a hunt. Very quietly they tiptoe
through the woods! At once a little
kitten in need of compassion is spotted. How will the brave hunters deal
with sickness and sadness? 48 pages;
paperback; Inheritance Publications.
#14789. $6.95

The Work of His Hands • Pablo
Yoder; middle/upper.
This
beautiful book is packed with
clear, close-up pictures of
plant and animal life in Central and South America. This
interesting book describes
how the Creator made each living thing with what it
needs to survive in its environment. 270 pages; hardcover; Christian Light Publications. #14305. $27.95

$14.99

Traveling to Alaska • Leroy Stoll; upper.
Leroy and Esther Stoll wanted to see
the remote bush country, wild mountains, and colorful fishing villages of
Alaska. They put together a route
using public transportation all of the
way. The writing is sprinkled with
historical notes and comments. 221
pages; paperback; Leroy Stoll. #14264.
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Following is a list of books suitable for school libraries. These titles have been added in the last year.
Adopted Jane • Helen F. Daringer;
middle/upper. For as long as she
can remember, Jane has lived at the
James Ballard Memorial Home. She
sees other children come and go, but
never has a family wanted to adopt
her. Finally, she receives invitations
to spend time in two different homes.
She will live in real houses with real
families. And once back at the orphanage, she is given
a wonderful and momentous choice. 223 pages; paperback; A-Lot-a-Books. #14447. $12.99

Tales From Maple Ridge: The Big City • Grace
Gilmore; lower/middle. Book 3 in the
Maple Ridge series. Logan Pryce cannot wait to leave boring Maple Ridge
and go to the exciting city. While Pa
is in a job interview, Logan explores
Sherman with his cousin Freddy.
After spending a day among the hustle and bustle of urban life, will Logan
still find the city alluring? 119 pages; paperback. Little
Simon. #14777. $5.99

Blaze and the Gray Spotted Pony • C.W.
Anderson; lower. Tommy is a young
boy who lives near Billy. He likes to
ride Billy’s pony, Blaze. He enjoys
the toy horses he gets as birthday
gifts. But what he really wants is his
own real, live pony. Will he ever get
one? Illustrated. 48 pages; paperback;
Aladdin. #14429. $7.99
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Bop-It and No More COVID • Jessica Wohlgemuth; lower. A little children’s
book about a fuzzy little grey bunny
named Bop-It. Read about how
Bop-It and his friends learn to cope
through the Covid-19 pandemic,
finding fun in the new normal. 30
pages; paperback. Wohlgemuth.
#14968. $15.50

Censored Science: The Suppressed Evidence
• Bruce A. Malone; upper. A stunning, full-color book showcasing the
fifty best pieces of evidence for a biblical creation worldview. Each twopage spread lays out the evidence for
creation and then provides a rebuttal to the most common evolutionist
objections to the evidence. Divided
into three major sections: “Censored
Biological Evidence,” “Censored Geological Evidence,”
and “Censored Cosmological Evidence.” 127 pages; hardcover; Search for the Truth. #14786. $16.95

Chuma and Chuma Finds a Baby • Charles
Ludwig; upper. This book includes
two stories. Chuma wants to learn
about Jesus, but her father, the witch
doctor, does not let her go to Sunday
school. Read how her hate for her sister turns to love. One day she finds a
twin baby left to die according to the
customs of the tribe. Will she dare
to save the baby’s life? How will she keep it hidden? 152
pages; paperback; King’s Bookshelf. #14964. $7.95
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Destination Africa: Into the Vast Savanna
• Marcellus Beachy; lower/middle/upper. Join Marcellus on an
African safari to see many animals up close. Also learn facts
about each animal and marvel at
the variety of God’s creation. 92
pages; hardcover; TGS International. #14613. $19.99
A Drop of Mercy • Becky McGurrin;
upper. Historical fiction about a
young Mennonite man and his family
and friends during the Revolutionary War. Twice he is put to a tremendous test. The first time he failed it.
But after he has given his heart to
God he has another chance to show
mercy. Will he? This book will help
you examine the nonresistant doctrine against the backdrop of extremely challenging times. What would you
have done? 134 pages; paperback; Christian Light Publications. #14680. $7.95 An instance of graphic violence is
noted on page 45.
Egermeier’s ABC Bible Storybook • Elsie
Egermeier, Arlene Hall; lower. A
delightful book using each letter of
the alphabet to highlight some of the
best-loved stories in the Bible. Each
story includes a full-page color illustration. Suitable for reading aloud to
preschoolers. 52 pages; hardcover;
Warner Press. #14761. $12.99
Esther Starts from Home •
Romaine
Stauffer; lower/middle. Short stories
for children. Chapter titles include
Tattletale Beans, Bears under the
Bed, Cheese Sandwich Tales, and
many more. Suitable for reading
aloud. 184 pages; paperback; Christian Light Publications. #14227. $8.95

Follow Me • Rebecca Martin; middle/
upper. A sequel to A Captain for Hans
and The Brickmakers. The difficulties
for the Schweitzers of the Palatinate
continue as they try to live their faith
despite the pressures from the rulers. The next generation is faced with
making their own decisions about
what they believe. There must also be
Gospel Publishers Library Newsletter



a decision made about traveling to the New World: a land
where people can worship God as they choose. 178 pages;
paperback; Carlisle Press. #13582. $10.99
Four Angels • Velina Showalter; lower.
Grandma Fannie and Grandpa
Henry are startled when they wake
up and see robbers in their bedroom.
But as they lay still, Grandma Fannie begins to recite a rhyme that
she learned as a little girl. What will
the robbers do? This full-color book
for young children will teach them
about God’s protection. 38 pages; hardcover; TGS International. #14405. $8.99
Go West with Settlers and Farmers • Rachel
Stucky; middle. This book tells the
exciting story of how the American
and Canadian West was settled. First
came explorers, followed by people
seeking opportunity and land to
farm. Read about how the land settlement came at great cost to Native
peoples, and learn about the wars
and other major events that shaped the West. 32 pages;
paperback; Crabtree Publishing. #14453. $8.95
Grandma’s Goose • Mary Martin; lower/
middle. This is a true story about a
baby goose that was rescued by an
older lady. As she and her family cared
for Sophie (the goose) they learned a
lot about geese. Sophie liked to tease
the cats. She liked to fly alongside the
van when they drove down the road.
Read this book to learn more about
geese and about God’s creation. 188 pages, hardcover,
Rod and Staff Publishers. #13478. $9.95
The Gray Eyes Family • Edith J. Agnew;
lower/middle. Written in the 1950s,
this story for children tells about
a Navajo family who has grown up
in the traditional way of their people, but they are starting to become
acquainted with the missionary, the
government, and the world beyond
their immediate surroundings. The
oldest son wants to go to school. And the missionary and
the Trading Post man say the baby needs a name paper.
What shall they do? Whom shall they trust? 127 pages;
paperback; AB Publishing. #13834. $6.95
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Inferno in the Lost Pines • Katrina Hoover;
upper. A few sparks on a windy day
in Bastrop, Texas, started a major
fire. In its path were many homes
nestled among the loblolly pines.
Despite firefighters’ best efforts, the
fire couldn’t be stopped. People left
their homes and returned a few days
later to smoking ash heaps. This book
gives their personal stories and tells how to fight a forest
fire and how to plan a yard with fire prevention in mind.
228 pages; paperback; TGS International. #11777. $12.99

Jerome’s Adventures • Rilla Miller;
lower/middle. Jerome is a spider,
and we are invited to join him in this
imaginary tale as he explores from
his home in the human house. A fascinating children’s story. 45 pages;
paperback; Miller. #14909. $7.95

Kalak of the Ice • Jim Kjelgaard; middle/
upper. This is the story of Kalak, the
great polar bear whose domain lay
north of the Arctic Circle. Through
the dramatic saga of a polar bear’s
life, the author presents an unforgettable picture of the land of bear and
seal, whale and walrus, and the men
who live among them. 201 pages;
paperback; AB Publishing. #14783. $8.95

Kittens, Kittens Everywhere • V.G. Van de
Hulst; lower. Peggy and Penny were
heartbroken. Their kittens, Heather
and Feather, were lost! Then suddenly Dr. Hart, their stern neighbor,
was accusing the girls of making all
sorts of mischief. And what about
those noises behind the tall fence
dividing Dr. Hart’s yard from theirs?
What was happening behind the doctor’s fence? 48 pages;
paperback; Inheritance Publications. #14787. $6.95
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Knight’s Journey • Anthony Eicher;
lower/middle. The knight had the
greatest horse, the finest castle, and
plenty of gold. But he was not happy.
“Maybe,” he thought, “the old man in
the forest can tell me how to find happiness.” The wise man told the young
knight that a drink of the legendary
waters of St. Metz would bring happiness. 58 pages; hardcover; Eicher. #14711. $19.95
The Last River • Stuart Waldman; lower/
middle. No European had ever taken
boats down the Colorado river and
come out alive. In May 1869, ten
men boarded four rowboats in Green
River City, Wyoming. Three months
and 1,000 miles later, two battered
boats carrying six exhausted and
starving men emerged from the depths of the Grand
Canyon. The Last River tells their remarkable story.
Color illustrations. 47 pages; paperback; Mikaya Press.
#14760. $12.95. Proofreader’s note: Pages 12, 35, and 43
refer to some violence or evolution.
Tales From Maple Ridge: The Lucky Wheel •
Grace Gilmore; lower/middle. Book 2
in the Tales From Maple Ridge series.
The schoolchildren of Maple Ridge
are trying to raise money to repair
the schoolhouse. Logan doesn’t have
the money, but he has a broken wheel
and a Fix-It shop. He can fix the
wheel, but can he sell it? Read this
book to see how Logan’s story resulted in a lot of people
showing up to fix the school. 121 pages; paperback; Little
Simon. #14621. $5.99. Proofreader’s note: There are two
instances of inappropriate language — see pp. 59 and 120.
Nelly’s Dark Days • Sarah Smith; middle/
upper. This old classic was originally
printed in 1870. It gives a picture of
how many people in Liverpool and
other cities were caught in the grip
of drunkenness and poverty. Nelly’s father is a hopeless drunkard,
whose negligence cost the life of his
wife, and Nelly almost died as well.
Through God’s grace the father experienced forgiveness
and a change of heart, and the book ends happily. 99
pages; hardcover; TGS International. #14615. $11.99
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Old Nick and Bob • Thomas C. Hinkle;
middle/upper. This book is about two
dogs wandering through the American Old West. Old Nick, raised and
loved by a boy until tragedy struck,
is a gentle but wary giant of a dog.
He finds and befriends Bob, a three
month old puppy separated from his
mother. Old Nick protects his new
friend, trying to keep him safe from the dangers of the
wilderness, but especially from man. 239 pages; paperback; Lone Oak Books. #14758. $7.95. Proofreaders’ note:
An instance of inappropriate language is found on p. 100.
Orville Wright • Janet & Geoff Benge;
middle/upper. This is the story of
Orville Wright, who, together with
his brother Wilbur, pursued the idea
of powered flight. They operated with
careful observation, perseverance,
and ingenuity. By trial and error they
worked through problems one by one
until that exciting day in 1903 when
they took to the air! 203 pages; paperback; Emerald
Books. #14133. $9.99
A Song for the King • Rebecca Martin;
middle/upper. Amish Frontier Series
book 3. Thirteen-year-old Lydia
Yoder feels homeless. Poor farming
conditions mean yet another change!
The Yoder family spends a summer
working for produce farmers at Ordway, Colorado. Then they move on
to Montana to a recently established
Amish community where they learn some colorful and
important life lessons. 196 pages; paperback; Ridgeway
Publishing. #13539. $9.99
A Storm Too Soon • Michael J. Tougias;
upper. In May of 2007, three veteran
sailors set out on an voyage from
Florida to France. But the trip soon
turns into a nightmare when their
sailboat is caught in the throes of
a mighty storm. This is the story of
their desperate struggle to survive in
a small life raft battered by eightyfoot waves, and the story of the brave coast guardsmen
who risked their own lives to save the stranded sailors.
220 pages; paperback; Henry Holt and Company. #14285.
$7.99
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Traveling to Europe •
Leroy Stoll;
upper. In 2018, Leroy and Esther
Stoll embarked on a European trip
to explore the history of their faith
aboard the Queen Mary 2, the world’s
only remaining ocean liner. Included
are accounts of Amish and Anabaptist
history and a section of photographs
in the center of the book. Similar
to the book Traveling to Alaska. 244 pages; paperback;
Stoll. #14765. $14.99
Ulysses and His Woodland Zoo • Jim Kjelgaard; middle/upper. Ulysses considers himself a “bumbler”—often with
good reason. In the world of men
he blunders constantly. But when
he is hired as the winter caretaker
of a remote hunters’ lodge, he finds
a talent as a nurturer of many hurt
and needy animals. In the woodland
world he attains dignity and assurance. 185 pages; paperback; AB Publishing. #14557. $8.95
What Is a Blizzard? • Robin Johnson;
middle. This well-illustrated book
for children teaches about snowstorms, blizzards, and whiteouts. It
tells how animals prepare for winter
ahead of time, and shows how people
can prepare a blizzard kit as well. 24
pages; paperback; Crabtree Publishing. #14068. $7.95
What Money Can’t Buy • Emily Steiner;
upper. Caught in the Great Depression, the Hess family needs to work
and pray for every mortgage payment
on their Ohio farm. Their savings disappear when the bank fails, but fourteen-year-old Annie finds that God
is still the unchanging source of true
riches. 368 pages; paperback; Rod
and Staff Publishers. #14696. $13.95
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Following is a list of books suitable for school libraries. These titles have been added in the last year.
A Song for Wooster • Lana Kuhns; lower.
Wooster is a little Silkie rooster, just
hatched last spring. There are so many
things to learn. But the hardest thing
is to learn to sing the right thing! Read
this book to see how Wooster learned!
18 pages; hardcover; TGS International.
#15053. $7.99

Dolly the Milk Cow • Helga Moser; lower.
Part of the Pleasant Valley Farm Series,
telling the story of a special barnyard
animal. Dolly was a patient, faithful
milk cow that always led the other cows
to the barn at milking time, even when
it was dark or icy. Fully illustrated; 48
pages; hardcover; Christian Light Publications. #15045. $16.95

Arrow in the Sky • Rebecca Martin; middle/upper. Amish Frontier Series Book
5. Living on a rice farm in Arkansas in
the 1930s, the Yoder family had plenty
of food, but money was scarce. Migrant
workers came through in search of
work, presenting a chance to share their
food and show their care. 165 pages;
paperback; Ridgeway Publishing. #13711. $9.99
Bart the Bully Goat • Lana Kuhns; lower.
That goat is such a bully! He stomps
on the kittens’ tails and takes the best
berries from the other goats. He knocks
the people over if they turn their back
to him. Something must be done about
that goat! Read this book to see how
Bart learned a lesson. 22 pages; hardcover; TGS International. #15052. $7.99
Distant Shores • Ivan Weaver; upper. As a
young Amish man in 1969, Ivan Weaver
left for Alaska to become a hunting
guide. For 2½ years he lived in the wilderness, guiding men as they hunted
huge Kodiak bears. But Ivan was troubled. “What is the meaning of life?” He
finally decided he must return to his
roots and his church. 243 pages; paper; Weaver. #14927.
$14.99
Gospel Publishers Library Newsletter 

Forest Friends Series • Harry Baerg; lower/middle. Originally
printed in the 1950’s. Learn about these animals, their
habitat, predators and how they survive in the forest.
Full-color illustrations. Hardcover. Published by Northstar books. $15.95 each.
Book 1 - Humpy the Moose, 60 pages, #10033
Book 2 - Benny the Beaver, 60 pages, #10032
Book 3 - Chipmunk Willie, 56 pages, #10031
Go West with Miners, Prospectors and Loggers • Cynthia O’Brien; middle. When
gold was discovered at Sutter’s Mill in
California, word spread quickly. Soon
three-quarters of the male population of San Francisco headed out to
“the diggings.” Many thousands from
far and near joined them in the next
few years. Life in the area was forever
changed! This book tells this thrilling story with concise
text snippets and colorful pictures. 32 pages; paperback;
Crabtree Publishing. #14454. $8.95
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God in the Caribou Fire • Sheila Bontrager;
upper. Pushed by high winds, the wall of
fire swept down Mount Marius. The fire
jumped ahead of itself, shooting flames
high into the sky. Time was running
out! Read these first-person accounts of
people who fled from the Caribou Fire.
251 pages; paper; Ridgeway Publishing.
#14926. $11.99

Horse Stories from the Man Who Played with
Sticks • Johnny Ruhl; middle/upper.
Written by an experienced horse trainer,
this book illustrates parallels between
training horses and teaching important
life lessons to people. As children read
or listen to the stories, they will catch
something they can understand. Adults
will see additional truths at a deeper level. Paperback,
120 pages Christian Light Publications. #14298. $7.95
I Survived: The Great Molasses Flood • Lauren Tarshis; middle. It sounds rather
funny—a “flood” of molasses, but it was
not funny for the people caught in it. In
the year 1919 a massive tank holding
molasses exploded in the city of Boston. Read this historical fiction story
to understand what it was like to live
through this awful disaster. 94 pages; paper; Scholastic.
#14997. $5.99

Leaving Russia • Rosabel Fast; middle/
upper. This book is about the Mennonites that moved to the prairies
of Manitoba. In the 1870s, the group
arrived after a long journey. They
sailed over the Atlantic Ocean, and
then travelled across land by wagon
train. The Mennonites were welcomed
by the Canadian government to farm
in this new land. 80 pages; paperback; Plett Foundation.
#14948. $10.95
Lena of Terre Hill • Sharon Schnupp Kuepfer; middle. Pennsylvania Girl Series #1.
In 1926, Lena is an eleven-year-old girl
growing up on her family’s farm in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Do people
like her? Will they make ends meet?
See how Pop handled the squatters on
the “back forty.” 126 pages; paperback;
Mastof Press. #14998. $9.95
Life in the Woods • Mike Atnip; lower. This
is a picture book for young children.
What do we find in the woods? Look
closely and you will see many creatures
- great and small. It is a book of photos
of wild animals and plants with commentary, as if taking a walk through the
woods together. This book is part of the
“Nature Discoveries with Uncle Mike” series. 45 pages;
hardcover; TGS International. #14387. $8.99

In My Father’s House • Corrie Ten Boom;
upper. This is the life story of the young
Corrie Ten Boom. As she matures, she
reaches out to others, helping form
girls’ camps for activities and learning
about the Lord. Later still, her family takes in children who need a home.
Fast paced and alternately humorous
and sobering, it makes for interesting reading. 197 pages;
paperback; Lighthouse Trails Publishing. #14317. $13.95
Jasper’s Secret • Eva Zimmerman; lower.
This is a true story about a lively growing pup and a baby Miniature Mediterranean donkey. They were each lonely
with no one to play with, until they
found each other! 31 pages; hardcover;
TGS International. #15051. $7.99
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Little Pony • Eva Zimmerman; lower. This
is a true story about a little pony who
rode in a trailer for a long time to a new
place. Everything was new and scary.
But he soon made friends with the new
people and animals, and he had many
good times. 40 pages; hardcover; TGS
International. #15050. $7.99
Names for All the Animals • Martha Rohrer;
lower/middle. This book illustrates
various habitats, such as rainforest in
South America and mountains in Asia
and North America, and tells about the
animals that live in them. There is a
little description and a picture of each
featured animal. Interesting and informative! 64 pages; paperback; Rod and Staﬀ Publishers.
#15069. $4.25
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Sarah in the Village • Sharon Schnupp
Keupfer; middle. Sarah is the oldest
child in a Mennonite family in a village in Russia. They have many uncles,
aunts, and cousins, and village life is
lively and fun. But Sarah worries a lot,
too. Learn about how young folks grew
up long ago in our ancestors’ villages in
Russia. 121 pages; paper; Mastof Press. #14978. $8.95
Shep: A Collie of the Old West • Thomas C.
Hinkle; middle/upper. Shep was the
kind of collie that ranchers are proud to
own: powerful, big-hearted, and intelligent. A few men had been clever enough
to catch him, but Shep always got away.
One day, Shep was trapped in a deep pit
and rescued by a little boy. 224 pages;
paperback; Lone Oak Books. #14756. $7.95
Silver • Thomas C. Hinkle; middle/
upper. The pure white colt with long,
silver mane and tail streaming in the
wind was beautiful. He could run faster
than all the other colts in the wild herd.
Charlie Barr was determined to have the
wild colt for his own. “I must hurry and
get my brand on him before some other
feller does!” Charlie said. That would not be so easy, and
after being captured once, Silver got his freedom again.
245 pages; paperback; Lone Oak Books. #14755. $7.95
Proofreaders’ note: There are some instances of inappropriate language
on pp. 109, 181, 188, and 191.
The Great Pyramid • Elizabeth Mann;
middle/upper. This colorful book
tells about life in ancient Egypt and
the Great Pyramid. It touches on
the beliefs of the ancient Egyptians,
explains how the Pharoah had so
much power, and tells why the Great
Pyramid was built. 48 pages; paperback; Mikaya Press. #14768. $14.95
The Red Roan Pony • Joseph Wharton Lippincott; middle/upper. The red roan
pony had a circus pony for a mother
and a wild roan mustang for a father.
He was full of speed and grace and had
a real love for the young people who
loved him so much! Read about races
on the prairie and a thrilling fox hunt.
320 pages; paperback; AB Publishing. #14821. $12.95
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The Seagoing Cowboy • Peggy Reiﬀ Miller;
lower/middle. An illustrated children’s
book depicting the real-life story of
seagoing cowboys. These men sailed
ships taking livestock from America to
people suﬀering the eﬀects of World
War II. Thousands of men signed up to
serve and returned home with a wider
view of the world around them. This book tells history
we haven’t heard so much about! Hardcover, 39 pages;
Brethren Press. #14734. $18.99

Vic, A Dog of the Prairies • Thomas C. Hinkle;
middle/upper. He was a big dog - young,
black, and powerful. By chance he ended
up on the ranch land of Jim Williams.
This big dog longed for human companionship, but he distrusted grown men.
One day Jim’s eleven-year-old brother
Gene met up with Vic. It was the start
of a great friendship and many adventures. 192 pages;
paper; Lone Oak Books. #14924. $8.95

Wahoo Bobcat • Joseph Wharton Lippincott; middle/upper. The great bobcat
reigned supreme deep in the Florida
wilderness. Farmers and hunters feared
and hated him. But strange circumstances propelled the boy Sammy and
the fierce Wahoo bobcat into an unusual
compact of friendship and understanding. Will Sammy be able to help when his animal friend
is threatened by dogs and hunters? 207 pages; paper; JB
Lippincott. #14946. $12.99

White Horse to Bucharest • Vila Gingerich;
upper. When Christian Service International sent Lee and Vila Gingerich
to Romania as humanitarian workers,
they expected a positive experience,
but they never guessed how much the
country would teach them. A collection of over seventy short stories about
their time in Romania. 263 pages; paperback; Gingerich.
#14954. $13.99
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The Wolf King • Joseph Wharton Lippincott; middle/upper. High in the Rocky
Mountains of Alberta, a lively black
wolf-pup was born. Early in life he had
scary close encounters with man, but
miraculously escaped. He grew into a
mighty 200 pound leader of a pack, and
he came to be called the King. His cunning and power seemed almost limitless! Young people
will enjoy this thrilling tale of the wilderness and the wild
animals and hardy men that inhabit it. 246 pages; paperback; AB Publishing. #14823. $12.99

Order from
Gospel Publishers
P.O. Box 230, Moundridge, Kansas 67107
Telephone 620-345-2532. Fax 620-345-2582
www. gospelpublishers.com/usa
Email orders@gospelpublishers.com

Wonders in the Sea • Mike Atnip; lower.
Part of the “Nature Discoveries with
Uncle Mike” series, this book of colorful photos and clear text will introduce
children to some amazing creatures of
the sea. How strange some look! How
do they get their food? 44 pages; hardcover; TGS International. #14733. $8.99
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